
 

 

 

 
 

Spring 2019 Vegetable Contest 

Contest Procedures 

 

Instructors, Mentors, Volunteers: 
 

1. Bring scissors, knives, pruners, old toothbrushes, and towels to help gardeners prepare vegetables 

for the contest.  
 

2. Fill three buckets with water for gardeners to gently wash and towel dry vegetables. 
 

3. Explain the contest timeline to each gardener (when and where they need to be). 
 

4. Review Judging Criteria with your section.  Each gardener may submit at least four (4) vegetables 

for contest entry.  Help them decide what to enter into the contest.  
 

5. Give each gardener a tray to transport their prepared vegetables.  
 

6. Ask each gardener to gently wash and dry each of their selected vegetables entries. 
 

7. Presentation is very important.  Assist each gardener in trimming root hairs and cutting back 

leaves (according to the contest guidelines). 
 

8. Assist the gardener in completing the contest entry forms with their Name, Section #, Plot #, 

Vegetable name, and Variety.   
 

9. Gardeners are allowed to submit a “Silly Vegetable” as one of their four entries.   

 

 

Quality Control Team: 
 

10. Gardener takes their vegetable tray along with contest entries to Quality Control (QC) Team for 

inspection. 
 

11. The QC reviews for submission:  if everything checks out, then gardener will enter their complete 

set of contest vegetables to the Sunday House Vegetable Show Leaders.  If not, then the gardener 

will return back to Section to make the necessary adjustments. 
 

12. Judging and picnic takes place between 10:30am–11:30am. 

 

 

Picnic and Recognition Event: 
 

13. Appreciation Ceremony and Recognition is from 11:30am–12:00pm. 
 

14. Gardeners can pick up their vegetables and ribbons from 12:00pm–12:30pm. 
 

15. At 12:35pm, any unclaimed vegetables will be donated to a local shelter.  Unclaimed ribbons will 

be distributed the following week at the garden. 
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